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The kinetic friction coeﬃcient of neutral and charged
polymer brushes†
Florent Goujon,a Aziz Ghouﬁ,b Patrice Malfreyt*a and Dominic J. Tildesleya
The compression-dependence of the friction coeﬃcients of neutral and charged polymer brushes at the
same surface coverage is studied using dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) at two diﬀerent shear rates.
The chemical potential of the solvent particles is kept constant along the compression curve in order to
mimic the experimental conditions. We conclude that the kinetic friction coeﬃcient between charged
brushes is higher than that of neutral brushes at low compressions and smaller at high compressions.
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These diﬀerences are small. We also show that it is possible to simulate ultra-low friction coeﬃcients
comparable with experiments using the smallest shear rate accessible in a mesoscale simulation. The
unexpected behavior of the shear deformation-induced structural heterogeneities in charged polymer
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brushes calls for further experiments to elucidate this local reorganization of the ions in adsorbed
charged polymers.

Introduction

Brushes are polymer chains irreversibly graed on one end to a
solid surface. At high graing densities the polymer chains are
stretched normal to the surface, giving rise to an extended
structure as shown in Fig. 1. Biosensors, diagnostics, medical
implants and drug delivery are examples of applications that are
beginning to use polymer brushes.1 Measurements of the frictional forces between two opposing polymer brushes under
shear show them to have remarkable lubricating properties.2–11
The rst measurements,2 carried out on mica surfaces covered
by polystyrene chains in toluene, report values of friction coefcients, m, smaller than 0.001. Later experiments7,12 measured
the normal and the shear forces of polyelectrolyte brushes in
water using a surface force balance (SFB): the friction coeﬃcient
is extremely low in the range of 0.0006–0.001 for normal pressures of a few atmospheres. More recently, Chen et al.9–11 were
able to design polyzwitterionic brushes with chains covalently
bound to the surface: these robustly surface-attached polyzwitterionic chains with no net charges and thus no free
counter-ions show values of friction coeﬃcient smaller than
0.001 up to pressures of several atmospheres. The origin of this
low friction was attributed to the high level of hydration of the
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zwitterionic groups10,11 on the monomers and the uidity of the
hydrating water molecules.13,14 All these experiments show that
neutral and charged polymer brushes are capable of providing
excellent lubrication with m < 0.001. Recent experimental work
by Liberelle and Giasson8 on weak charged polymer brushes
disagrees with most of the studies in the literature suggesting
values of m in the range of 0.05–0.25 depending on the
compression. These high friction coeﬃcients may be the result
of graing the polymer chains to the surface via a preexisting
polymer layer: the charged polymer chain attached to one end
can adsorb and form bridges with the opposing surfaces at high
compressions leading to high frictional forces upon shear.15,16
A mechanistic understanding of the origin of the eﬃcient
lubrication of polymer brushes remains challenging17 and still

Fig. 1 (a) A typical conﬁguration of two interacting polyelectrolyte brushes
under shear at a weak compression ratio, where D is the separation distance
between the two opposing brushes and vx is the sliding velocity in the x-direction.
The z-direction is the direction normal to the surfaces. The solid particles are
represented in grey, the polymer beads (negatively charged) in blue, the solvent in
green and the counter-ions (positively charged) in red. (b) A zoom on a given
polymer chain grated to the surface without the solvent and counter-ions.
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rather incomplete because we do not have precise structural
measurements of the polymer, solvent and counter-ions under
shear. Actually, when two polymer brushes (Fig. 1) interact, a
large number of factors such as the solvent quality, the salt
concentration, the nature of the polymer (charged or neutral),
the compression, the shear-velocity and the detachment of
chains from surfaces18 can change the frictional forces. The
surface force apparatus can be used to determine the friction
coeﬃcient between graed polyelectrolytes experimentally,7,8,15
but there is some uncertainty in maintaining the graing
density under shear at high compressions and small separation
distances.8 During the last decade, numerous theoretical and
computational studies have been performed to elucidate the
mechanism responsible for low friction between polymer
brushes. There are many excellent theoretical19–25 and computer
simulation studies22,26–34 on the behavior of polyelectrolyte
brushes at equilibrium. The challenge is to extend these
insights to sliding layers.32–36 The main obstacle for the molecular simulation methods is to reach the required length and
time scales to study the physics of these adsorbed chains, and
this suggests the use of a mesoscale simulation technique such
as dissipative particle dynamics (DPD), which allows us to
extend the time scales without abandoning the particle
description of the problem. The rst advantage of DPD37,38 is
that it can use time steps up to an order of magnitude larger
than those typically used in MD simulations.32–34 Secondly, and
unlike the Brownian dynamics (BD), hydrodynamic interactions
are properly accounted for. Thirdly, it is straightforward to
model the solvent particles explicitly.31,39–41 Recent progress in
DPD simulations allowed us to modify the standard DPD algorithm by the addition of forces preventing bond crossing
between polymers42–44 and electrostatic interactions to model
polyelectrolytes.35,36,45–49
DPD has been successfully applied to investigate a variety of
so matter problems such as the microphase separation of a
block copolymer,50,51 polymer surfactant in solution,52 and the
structure and rheology of biological membranes.37 In the past,
we successfully applied the dissipative particle dynamics (DPD)
method to study the equilibrium properties39,40,42 and rheological properties41,44,53 of neutral polymer brushes. The dependence of the brush height with respect to the surface coverage48
is found to follow the theoretical prediction.54,55 DPD simulations in the grand canonical ensemble40–42,44 were carried out to
calculate the force proles as a function of the separation
distance between the two brushes. Comparison with experiments has shown that the DPD simulations were able to
reproduce the main structural and rheological properties of the
neutral brushes under compression. The force–distance proles
of neutral polymer brushes calculated from DPD simulations
are in very good agreement with the self-consistent eld (SCF)
theoretical models54,56 and experimental results57 for two polystyrene brush layers graed onto mica surfaces in toluene. We
have also performed mesoscale simulations47 of a polyelectrolyte brush in athermal solvent conditions in order to
study the impact of the graing density, the charge fraction and
the salt concentration on the structural properties of a single
brush. The DPD simulations predict a parabolic shape for the
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monomer density proles, in contrast to that predicted by
previous computer simulations where the solvent was not
treated explicitly. The parabolic prole of polyelectrolyte
brushes calculated from DPD simulations is in agreement with
that determined from neutron reectivity measurements58 and
density functional theory calculations.59 The dependence of the
brush height with respect to the grating density is found to be
identical to that predicted by the scaling law of the nonlinear
osmotic brush regime.22,26,60 We have shown that the DPD
simulations accurately reproduce the theoretical dependence of
the brush height with respect to the charge fraction in the
nonlinear osmotic brush regime. The main conclusions we can
draw from our mesoscale simulations of single and interacting
polyelectrolyte brushes are as follows: (i) the dependence of the
brush height on the graing density and of the charge fraction
is typical of the nonlinear osmotic brush regime,22,26,29 (ii) all the
counter-ions are conned inside of the brush in agreement with
the small values of the Gouy–Chapman length,47–49 (iii) the
interpenetration coeﬃcient between two interacting polyelectrolyte brushes follows the scaling law of the nonlinear
osmotic brush regime,49,61 (iv) the normal pressure between two
interacting brushes follows the dependence expected from the
scaling law of the pressure in the osmotic regime.20 DPD
simulations were also carried out to investigate the dependence
of the interpenetration coeﬃcient on the graing density,
polymer size and separation distance.35 Recently, a scaling
theory was developed from the results of DPD simulations and
experiments to model the behavior of two interacting polymer
brushes.31
The present paper represents a signicant extension of our
previous study36 of this system. Here, we propose to determine
the friction coeﬃcient between neutral and charged polymer at
the same point along the compression curve and for two
diﬀerent shear rates. We aim to mimic the experimental
conditions used in the surface force balance (SFB) measurements62 by modeling the two interacting polymer brushes in the
grand canonical ensemble where the chemical potential of the
solvent is kept constant for all the compressions. We aim to
model the lowest possible shear rates before the oﬀ-diagonal
component of the stress tensor disappears into the noise by
using exceptionally long simulation runs.
This means that the non-equilibrium DPD simulations
reported here are performed at xed solvent chemical potential
along the compression curve. The key question that we wish to
address using our simulation techniques is: how does the friction change with the compression when comparing neutral and
charged polymer brushes in a good solvent? In particular, how
and to what extent does the introduction of charge change the
friction along the compression curve? To this end, we will
establish the eﬀect of shear on the brush structure, and we will
calculate the components of the stresses between the solid
surfaces, the viscosity and the overlap or interpenetration
between the two brushes along the compression curve.
In the next section, we briey describe the DPD model used
and the computational procedures. The results are discussed in
Section 3 and we give the main conclusions of this work in
Section 4.
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2

Computational procedures

2.1

DPD model

In the DPD model used here, solvent and polymer particles are
coarse grained into so beads. The total force acting on the ith
particle becomes
fi ¼

Nc
N 
 X
X
 S
fik
fijC þ fijR þ fijD þ fijE þ
jsi

(1)

ksi

where N is the total number of beads in the system and Nc is the
number of connected polymer beads. The pairwise electrostatic
fijE force is then added to the sum of the conservative fijC, dissipative fijD and random fijR pairwise forces. The spring fikS force
ensures the integrity of the polymer chain. The reader is
directed to ref. 36 and 47–49 for a comprehensive description of
these forces.
2.2

Simulation details

2.2.1 Description of the system. The chains are formed of
20 negatively charged polymer beads and are chemically endgraed to the solid surface. Comparison with experiments8
suggests that each polymer bead represents up to 8 monomer
units. The shear g_ a is applied by moving the top and bottom
surface particles in opposite directions along x. The system of
graed bilayers consists of two hexagonal planar surfaces, each
composed of two layers of 598 DPD particles. The two surfaces
are coated with 100 polymer chains that are randomly graed by
a harmonic force acting between the particles of the chains and
the particles of the rst layer of the surface. The surface
coverage dened by the ratio of the number of graed chains to
the surface area is 0.5 in reduced units. This means that the
fraction of wall particles of the last layer connected to the rst
beads of the polymer chains is 1/6. The dimensions of the
brushes simulated here match those used in experiments: the
ratio of the inter-chain distance to the Flory radius is equal to
0.3 and 0.4 for simulations and experiments, respectively.8 This
surface coverage places the chain in the nonlinear osmotic
brush regime48 where they are essentially normal to the surface
at equilibrium. When polyelectrolyte brushes are modelled,
4000 counter-ions, which are positively charged are added to
preserve the neutrality. The energy parameters are set to 20.0 for
the polymer–solvent interactions and to 25.0 for all the other
interactions. This means that the polymer brushes are modelled
under good solvent conditions. The DPD simulations consist of
an equilibration period of 1.5  106 steps followed by an
acquisition period of 500 000 to 1.0  106 steps. The reader is
directed to ref. 36 for a complete description of the model and
computational procedures.
2.2.2 Grand canonical statistical ensemble. The DPD
simulations were formed in the grand canonical ensemble
where the chemical potential of the solvent is kept constant for
all the compressions. The reference chemical potential was
calculated by particle insertion at the separation distance D0
which corresponds to the minimum separation distance of a
graed bilayer in which the shape of the monomer density
prole and the brush height are strictly identical to those
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calculated in a single brush. The chemical potential calculated
at D0 was equal to 18.0 in reduced DPD units for the charged
and neutral polymer chains. The condition of constant chemical potential can be readily included in DPD simulations40 by
performing creation/deletion moves of solvent particles occasionally (i.e., we do not want to destroy the dynamics41 with too
many creations and deletions). The acceptance probabilities for
a trial creation or deletion of a solvent particle become



DU
hZiV
Pacc
¼
min
1;
(2)
exp

creation
kT
N þ1



N
DU
exp 
Pacc
deletion ¼ min 1;
kT
hZiV

(3)

where V is the total volume of the box, T is the temperature and
N is the total number of particles before the move. DU is the
energy between the added or removed particle and the N or N 
1 remaining particles, calculated using the conservative potential. hZi is the local activity of the solvent dened as exp(mconf/
kBT) where mconf is given as
3
2
*
+
7
6
hrðzÞi
conf
conf
 7

¼ m ðzÞ z ¼ kB T ln6
(4)
m
5
4
DU test
exp 
kB T
z
where r(z) is the number density of the solvent particle and
mconf(z) is the congurational chemical potential at height z. The
chemical potential calculated through eqn (4) is constant at
every z.41 When a creation attempt is accepted, the velocity of the
corresponding particle is chosen from a Gaussian distribution
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
with zero mean and kB T variance. When the shear is applied
along the x-direction, the x-component of the solvent particle's
velocity is changed by the addition of the x-component of the
streaming velocity. When a deletion attempt is successful, the
solvent particle is removed.

2.3

Calculation of the stress, friction and viscosity

The components of the pressure tensor used for the determination of the friction coeﬃcient are calculated along the z-axis
using the Irving–Kirkwood63,64 denition. The proles of the
pressure are calculated by splitting the cell into slabs of width
Dz. The pab component is dened as
*
+
i

h
1 X
pab ðzÞ ¼
Hðzi Þmi ðvi Þa  ðuÞa ðvi Þb  ðuÞb
V i;a;b
*
 
+ (5)

N1 X
N
    1
1 X
z  zi
zj  z
rij a fij b  q
þ
q
A i¼1 j . i
zij
zij
zij
where h.i denotes the congurational average, a and b represent the x, y and z directions, and mi and (vi)a are the mass and
velocity of particle i, respectively. V ¼ LxLyDz is the volume of the
basic slab, H(zi) is a top-hat function and (u)a is the a component of the streaming velocity. Whereas (u)x is a measure of the
induced ow eld, (u)y and (u)z are essentially zero for all z. fij
represents the sum of the pairwise additive forces and q is a unit
step function. The friction coeﬃcient dened in eqn (6) is
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averaged over the slabs along the z-direction as the ratio of the
oﬀ-diagonal pressure tensor component in the shear direction
to the normal component pN(z) ¼ pzz(z)
h3i ¼ h3ðzÞiz ¼



pxz ðzÞ
pzz ðzÞ

z

:

(6)

The shear viscosity is calculated in the middle of the simulation cell from the prole of h(z) as
hðzÞ ¼ 

3

hpxz ðzÞi
:
dux ðzÞ
dz

(7)

Results and discussions

To begin, we focus on the smallest value of shear rate we can use
with the DPD simulations in order to calculate a reliable friction
coeﬃcient. The shear rates used in the simulations are in the
range of 104 to 101 in reduced units. The value of 104
corresponds to a real shear rate of 106 s1 if we take the time
step to be 10 ps (ref. 37 and 38) and the unit of size37 rc to be 6 Å.
(These values were calculated from the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of
water in ref. 37.) From these values, the reduced unit of pressure
at 298 K corresponds to about 10 MPa. These shear rates are two
orders of magnitude smaller than those used with molecular
dynamics simulations32–34 and two orders of magnitude larger
than those used in experiments.2,15 The reduced shear rate of
104 is the smallest value we can simulate with DPD models.
For shear rates lower than 104, the standard error in the mean
of hpxzi overlaps signicantly with the standard error in the
mean of hpxzi ¼ 0 for systems without shear. This makes an
estimate of the friction coeﬃcient at this value of vx. Given
suﬃciently long runs, it would be possible to reduce these
errors and therefore vx slightly. However, the simulation of one
charged system requires at the lowest shear rate studied 125 cpu
hours for 20 000 particles over 3  106 time steps. This makes
further signicant reduction in vx very diﬃcult given our
current resources. The reader is redirected to Fig. S1 in the ESI†
for an analysis of the proles of pxz at the smallest shear rate
and at equilibrium. Fig. 2a shows a linear dependence of the
friction coeﬃcient on the shear rate, whereas Fig. 2b, for the
normal pressure, shows no shear rate dependence. The faster
the surfaces are slid past one another, the higher the shear
forces. In the light of these results, we decided to compare the
friction coeﬃcient between neutral and charge brushes along
the compression curve for g_ a ¼ 0.0025 and g_ a ¼ 0.1.
Fig. 3 shows the density proles of neutral and charged
polymer brushes at equilibrium and under shear. The shear acts
to retract the brushes, decreasing the interpenetration between
the two opposing brushes and shiing the solvent into the
overlap region. For neutral brushes, the monomer density
proles (corresponding to the polymer chains) become increasingly parabolic under shear (see Fig. 3a and c). For equilibrium
polyelectrolyte brushes, the prole in Fig. 3b of the counter-ions
matches, almost exactly, that of the polymer, indicating that the
counter-ions are trapped within the brush layers. Local charge
neutrality (Fig. 3b) is observed in this region when no shear is
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Fig. 2 Dependence of (a) the friction coeﬃcient and (b) normal force (pzz ¼ pN)
as a function of the shear rate g_ a for neutral polymer brushes at D/D0 ¼ 1.0.

applied. The density proles of the solvent particles show that the
polymer beads attract the solvent particles into the region
between the polymers and the polymer beads extend away from
the surface as expected in a good solvent.
Interestingly, the shear signicantly aﬀects the density
proles of charged monomers by creating some heterogeneity
in the shape of the polymer brushes. Some chains are forced to
fold in order to maintain a local neutrality with a smaller
number of counter-ions around the chains and an excess of
counter-ions with respect to polymer beads is then observed in
the central region (Fig. 3d). The increase in density of the
counter-ions in the center of the box is at the expense of the ions
just inside the brush structure creating an oscillatory prole.
Ions close to the interface can move more easily and preserve

Fig. 3 Monomer, solvent and counter-ion density proﬁles along the normal to
the surfaces as a function of the reduced z/D quantity for neutral and charged
polymer brushes at D/D0 ¼ 0.5 at equilibrium and under shear for g_ a ¼ 0.1.
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local electroneutrality because of the exibility of the brushes at
the interface. The shear changes the structure of the charged
polymer brushes from those of neutral brushes at the same
shear and compression.
We plot in parts (a) and (b) of Fig. 4 the friction coeﬃcient
dened in eqn (6) as a function of the compression ratio for two
diﬀerent shear rates. We also plot the diﬀerences between the
pressure at a given separation distance D and the pressure at D0
for the normal and tangential components along the
compression prole. Fig. 4a and b establish that the friction
coeﬃcient between neutral and charged brushes is of the same
order of magnitude in agreement with recent experiments2,9–11
on polyzwitterionic brushes. We also show that it is possible to
reach values of friction comparable to experiments with small
shear rates. The diﬀerence in friction between charged and
uncharged polymer brushes does not depend on the sliding
velocity.
At low compressions (D/D0 > 0.5), the increase in 3 with D
(Fig. 4a and b) of polyelectrolyte brushes is slightly faster than
that observed for neutral brushes. This phenomenon is accentuated at higher shear rates as observed in Fig. 4b. This is due to
the larger value of the shear force (shown in Fig. 4d) in the
polyelectrolyte brushes. The normal force is independent of D at
these compression ratios. This suggests that the counter-ions
inside the brushes reinforce the interaction between the
monomers of the diﬀerent chains by acting as a glue and that
this increases the force required to slide the surfaces past each
other under the same normal load. Actually, the polyelectrolyte
brushes are less susceptible to tilt in shear ows than neutral
brushes in agreement with the behavior predicted by theory.65
The average tilt of the layer is about 36 for neutral brushes and
42 for charged brushes for D/D0 > 0.5.

Fig. 4 Friction coeﬃcient, shear and normal forces as a function of the
compression ratio D/D0 calculated for neutral and charged polymer brushes for
two shear rates. p  p0 is calculated for the normal and tangential pressure where
pxz,0 and pzz,0 are the tangential and normal components of the pressure tensor in
the polymer brushes at D ¼ D0, respectively. The standard errors in pxz, in the
order of 103 in reduced units, are smaller than the symbols.
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At separation distances less than D/D0 > 0.5, the friction is
lower for the polyelectrolyte brushes at high compressions. The
friction tends towards a plateau with decreasing D/D0 at lower
values of 3. At a given compression ratio in the strong
compression regime (D/D0 < 0.5), Fig. 4c and d establish that the
change in the friction coeﬃcient with the compression ratio
between neutral and polyelectrolyte brushes is mainly caused by
the change in the normal force and not by the change in the
shear force. The diﬀerence in the normal force between charged
and neutral brushes is caused by the repulsion between the
charged polymer chains screened by the layers of counter-ions
between the brushes. The origins of this change in the friction
can be seen in the correlations between the normal load, the
viscosity and the interpenetration of the two brushes. We show
the viscosity in the middle of the pore as a function of the
normal pressure in Fig. 5a for charged and uncharged polymer
brushes. The viscosity is calculated using eqn (7). In this pressure range, we observe that the polyelectrolyte brushes show
values of viscosity in the overlap region that are slightly smaller
than those of the neutral brushes. Additionally, the diﬀerence
in viscosity between neutral and charged brushes increases with
the normal pressure. The solvent-rich region between the two
interacting brushes is then more uid and can serve as an
eﬃcient lubricating layer. The presence of an excess of counterions in this region results in an increase of the charge layer just
above the brush and in a decrease in the viscosity. Concerning
the role played by the neutral solvent particles, we examine
polymer brushes with and without solvent particles. For the
same separation (D/D0 ¼ 0.4), the solvent particles reduce the
friction coeﬃcient by factors of 2.0 and 1.4 with respect to
solvent-free brushes (dry brushes) in both neutral and charged

Fig. 5 (a) Viscosity of the solvent in the overlap region as a function of the
normal pressure. (b) Normal pressure as a function of the interpenetration coefﬁcient between the two interacting brushes. The square symbols represent the
higher shear rate and the triangles the smaller.
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brushes, respectively. This decrease in the friction illustrates
the lubricant properties of the solvent particles that tend to
solvate the polymer beads and the counter-ions leading to the
formation of hydration sheaths.7,10,11 This eﬀect may be more
dramatic if the polarizability of the solvent is considered.
Fig. 5b reports the normal pressure as a function of the
interpenetration coeﬃcient I between the two interacting
brushes. This coeﬃcient quanties the overlap between the two
sheared brushes and is dened as
Lð
z =2

r1 ðzÞdz
I¼

0
Lð
z =2

(8)
r1 ðzÞdz

Lz =2

where r1(z) is the density prole of one brush. The interpenetration coeﬃcient is then averaged over the two brushes. For a
given overlap, Fig. 5b establishes that the polyelectrolyte
brushes can support a larger load than that in neutral brushes
independently of the shear rate. For the same applied load, we
observe in Fig. 5b that the interpenetration is smaller in
charged brushes than in neutral ones. These two observations
nd their origin in the presence of free counter-ions, which
contributes to the osmotic pressure within the brush.

4

Conclusions

We have calculated the kinetic friction coeﬃcient of neutral and
charged polymer brushes with the same graing density at
diﬀerent compression ratios in an eﬀort to model SFB experiments in these systems. We have shown that the smallest shear
rates we can apply to the brushes by using DPD models are of the
order of 106 s1. Below this value, the calculation of the shear
force does not allow an accurate calculation of the friction.
The main results we can draw from this work can be
summarized as follows: (i) the kinetic friction coeﬃcient of
neutral and charged polymers is of the same order of magnitude
at the same point of the compression curve. This is in line with
most of the experimental studies on neutral,2 charged7,12 and
zwitterionic10,11 polymer brushes. Additionally, it is possible to
calculate ultra-low kinetic friction coeﬃcients of the same order
of magnitude as observed in the experiments provided that we
used the lowest shear rate possible in the DPD simulation even
if the shear rate used in DPD is two orders of magnitude larger
than those used in SFB experiments but two orders of magnitude smaller than those used in most atomistic simulations. (ii)
The friction between polyelectrolyte brushes stops increasing at
lower values of the compression compared to neutral brushes.
In contrast, the friction in polyelectrolyte brushes is larger than
in neutral brushes at weak compressions and smaller at strong
compressions, although the diﬀerences remain small. (iii) The
polyelectrolyte brushes can support a higher load due to the
presence of free counter-ions within the brush. The viscosity in
the polymer free gap is smaller in charged brushes than in
neutral brushes, indicating that the solvent particles in this
region assist the sliding of the two interacting charged brushes.
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(iv) The unexpected behavior of the shear deformation-induced
structural heterogeneities in charged polymer brushes calls for
further experiments to elucidate this local reorganization of the
ions in adsorbed charged polymers.
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